
GAC Bunker Fuels
GAC Bunker Fuels (GBFL) is your go-to Bunker Fuels Specialist and the only bunkering company with an 
integrated ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001 certification for the process of bunker procurement. This ensures 
the same standard of operational excellence 24/7, around the world. We are focused on establishing 
long-term relationships with our customers and helping them to reduce bunkering operations related risks 
and costs.

We can undertake the following on your behalf: 
• ISO-approved Supplier Vetting Process
• Utilise economies of scale in procurement for cost-effective prices
• Voyage plans for your fleet
• Coordinate with our GAC agency and logistics teams to streamline procurement and minimise downtime

GAC Bunker Fuels has a proven track record of delivering quality bunker fuels to the GAC Group’s 
customers for over 30 years; we do not speculate or take risks. Our traders are not incentivised to 
generate money from bunker trading as our aim is to provide a service to GAC’s customers. GBFL is 
also TRACE (anti-bribery) certified.

GBFL is part of the GAC Group, one of the world’s largest provider of integrated shipping, logistics and 
marine services. Established since 1956, the privately-owned group employs over 7,500 people in more 
than 300 offices worldwide. Over the past 60 years, GAC has built a strong asset base and financial 
strength across the world.
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We know that time is money. Bunkers must be 
delivered on spec and on time. We ensure smooth 
coordination of the delivery with the agent to prevent 
delays or possible demurrage. Our strict supplier 
vetting procedures are in accordance with the GAC 
standard. That is the key 
to our enviable 
HSSE record.

Our hubs at strategic bunkering locations is 
part of the GAC Group's global network. We 
have access to agency and logistics offices in 
more than 50 countries worldwide. This means 
that we have someone on the ground to 
oversee your supply wherever you go - not just 
behind a desk, but at the front line providing full 
operational support. It's that global reach and 
local expertise that enable us to be there for 
you around the clock, around the world.

We give our customers a single point of contact for 
shipping, logistics and marine solutions. From ship 
spares and lubricants delivery, ship agency, crew 
changes to maritime training and last mile services for 
bunkers, we can be your link to the world of GAC 
services. You can also achieve fuel efficiency and 
cost savings by combining bunker fuels, hull cleaning 
and hub agency services.

GAC Compliance and Ethics comprises GAC policies which 
provide guidance on how we conduct our business and put our 
ethics and values into practice. Our approach is underpinned by 
the GAC Code of Ethics and GAC Spirit, and overseen by the 
GAC Group Compliance Team. 

GAC staff must comply with the Group Compliance and Ethics 
policies, to provide the highest standards to everything we do. All 
staff receive relevant training through the GAC Compliance and 
Ethics Course offered by the GAC Corporate Academy (GCA).

Ready to work together? Contact your preferred bunkering office below: 

Middle East & Africa
For all ports in the Middle East

     Dubai, UAE
     bunker.ae@gac.com
     +971 4 394 3420

Egypt
For Egyptian ports and
Suez Canal

     Cairo, Egypt
     bunker.eg@gac.com
     +20 226 962 912

     Singapore
     bunker.sg@gac.com
     +65 6477 1028

Asia Pacific
For all ports in Asia 
Pacific

Americas
For all ports in the Americas

     Connecticut, USA
     bunker.us@gac.com
     +1 203 343 4619

Europe
For all ports in Europe

     Grangemouth / London
     bunker.gb@gac.com
     +44 132 447 9203
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Indian Subcontinent
For all ports in the
Indian Subcontinent

     Colombo, Sri Lanka
     bunker.lk@gac.com


